
Elite Security Services Introduce their Acclaimed Elite Package of Home Security 

Systems to the Canadian Market.    

 

Highly popular home security systems plan from Elite Security Services named the Elite 

package is now available in Canada. The American security company has just recently 

stepped into the Canadian security industry. The domestic protection plan is equipped 

with latest features to function without a basic telephone line.  

 

Inspired by its groundbreaking success in the American market, Elite Security Services 

has just introduced their Elite home security systems plan to the Canadian market. One 

may remember that the company recently entered the domestic security market in 

Canada. The Elite package is the most advanced security plan from the company, and it 

has experienced tremendous success in America. Elite Security Services is a recently 

formed company that has created an excellent reputation by providing economical 

security solution for the household. The Elite package boasts of an amazing feature that 

helps it operate without basic telephone line.   

 

This fabulous home security systems plan has a latest feature known as the cellular 

backup technology that is almost identical to the technology of mobile phones. This 

feature helps the system to remain operational without basic phone line or when the 

phone line is dead. Traditional domestic protection systems depend solely on home 

telephone lines to convey messages to the monitoring stations. Therefore, it is very easy 

to deactivate these systems simply by disconnecting the phone line. On the other hand, 

the advanced systems like the elite package from Elite Security Services can perform 

round the clock without the involvement of any landline phone.  

 

This highly useful security plan is available now in Canada for a monthly fee of $44.99 

only. This home security systems package received phenomenal response from 

households in America that do not use a landline telephone. During the launch of the new 

plan in the Canada, the proud owner and founder of the company Mr. Paul Shakuri said, 

"This is one of the most advanced home security plans in the industry. Now your home 

will be under strict vigil throughout the day. Most importantly, a landline phone is no 

longer a necessity to enjoy top quality protection for your home".    

 

About the Company: Elite Security Services is a rapidly growing company in the home 

security industry. They offer highly efficient and economical home security solutions in 

America and Canada.  
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Paul Shakuri 

Phone: 800-599-8452. 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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